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Details of Visit:

Author: cybersurfer
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 9 Nov 2014 23:45
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.northernangels.co.uk/faye-glasgow
Phone: 07517368001

The Premises:

The Lady:

A young Scottish lady between 27 - 32 years old, 5' 7" tall, very thin about a size 6, very small
breasts roughly about 32B. Unkempt blonde hair.... Shames me to say she looks nothing like the
pictures on the website and her description couldn't be any further.... she was chatty enough, but
not very friendly. 

The Story:

I had booked Faye, after looking at the Northern Angels website, she seemed and sounded
amazing, unfortunately... my worst Punt ever! The lady arrived almost 2hours late, no apology and
kept me in the dark, and then suddenly appeared out of the blue... Checked shirt, jeans, converse
all star trainers - on no!

Anyway now that she was finally here I invited her in...As she came in she asked to use the rest
room to freshen up, no probs there, straight after that Faye wanted the money out of the way, which
is the norm, so no problem at all, I also agree it's easier to get the money out of the way first it
allows everyone to relax and then have fun without feeling awkward later...I counted out £150 and
handed it over.

I offered a glass of wine, which she accepted and then she chatted, every time I got close she'd
move away or had to check her bag or had to send a txt....Hmmm very strange. After sometime,
she kept looking at her watch, I asked her maybe we should get a little more comfortable on the bed
"hint hint, nudge nudge".... Faye did offer me a massage, but advised it would have to be without
talc, oil, or any lotion, just dry... I said no problem... I stripped and lay on the bed, and she's still fully
clothed. I asked her to join me and her reply was.... the £150 you gave me is for my companionship
only, if you want anything other than chat, then give me another £100...I tried to reason and advise
her never before have I heard any kind of arrangement like this before, but she was adamant, the
£150 is for her company only and any extra is another £100!!

Needless to say, I showed her the door.... a complete Hustle, my advise to anybody is make sure if
you do book Faye is to find out before hand exactly what is included in the price...
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